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Agra hotels welcome thousands of travelers with utmost civility and composure.  Agra defines the
zenith of Mughal architectural brilliancy with flawless edifices such as Taj Mahal, Agra Fort and
Fatehpur Sikri and the hotels in Agra too are exude refined elegance and grace of yesteryears. In a
country which loves treating its guests with only the best, these Agra hotels love to deliver the finest
of amenities to a range of discerning clientele. Agra is comfortably equipped with a large number of
modes of accommodation; these hotels in Agra promises world class treatment and boast of
providing rare views of the gorgeous white marble mausoleum, the Taj Mahal. In the recent past the
number of Agra hotels has seen a hike and the scene is only getting better. Irrespective of their
categories, these properties exude the richness of Mughal architecture and offer prompt services.

Hotels in Agra are available in following categories:

Affluent Luxury Category :- When you come to Agra with a lavish budget you are pampered in the
best way at these well off properties. These luxury hotels in Agra are stylish properties, highly
praised worldwide for their top-notch services and lavish architecture. Laced with countless
amenities these hotels are ultimate cocoons of comfort. Wake up to an exclusive view of the Taj,
ravine upon delicious cuisines at plethora of fine dining options, plunge into the refreshing swimming
pool, surrender to the caresses of the rejuvenating Spa and end the evening with your much loved
cocktails at the buzzing nightclubs. With the ever rising popularity of Agra, the city is frequented by
increasing population of tourists visiting the city each year. The best gets booked first and thus it is
always advised to make the bookings for Agra hotels well in advance. This will help you book some
nice rooms and you can also benefit from great deals. Amongst best of the five star properties in
Agra the names of Hotel Amarvilas, Hotel Clarks Shiraz, Hotel Trident and Jaypee Palace Hotel and
Convention Centre are most reputed for the standard that they have set for the hospitality business.

Standard Economy Class:- Taj Mahal- a World Wonder heritage site, Agra welcome thousands of
travelers with utmost civility and composure whether you are on a back-packing adventure or it is a
previously planned visit to Agra you will never face disappointment when it comes to choosing a
perfect mode of accommodation. Other than luxury, deluxe and four star hotels, the city of Agra also
houses three star or budget hotels. These economy hotels in Agra are modest settlements offering
stylish dining and accommodation facilities mainly. Immaculate rooms, decorated with all the basic
amenities and fine dining options. These hotels also cater to the recreational and corporate
requirements of their guests when demanded. Thus for some extra bucks one can get all the
luxuries desired. Agra hotel packages at these budget hotels are one of the best for they offer great
value for the price paid. Some of the best economy class properties in Agra are Hotel Kant, Hotel
Pushp-Villa, Hotel Chanakya, Hotel Amar, Hotel Atithi and more.Please visit our website for booking
Hotels in Jaipur:- http://www.hotels-jaipur-agra.com

Address:-

SKH Global Travels Pvt. Ltd.

Floor 1301,1302,12A, Indraprakash Building

21, Barakhamba Road, New Delhi 110 001, India
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Tel : Phone : +91 11 42388888

Fax : +91 11 42388800

Email : info@skhglobal.com
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Salman Khan - About Author:
a http://www.hotels-jaipur-agra.com/hotels-agra.html SKH Global Travels is born out of love of a
vivid traveler and a seasoned Veteran in tourism trade Mr. Manish Ahluwalia, headquartered in New
Delhi, India. Incorporated in the year 2005 as a Travel Management Company it was created with a
focus on providing great value, with efficient service to deliver customer delight on every transaction
& interaction.
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